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PYT family 
 
PYT barstool 
PYTHON chair 
PYT chair 
 

 
DESIGN 
Komplot Design, Denmark 
KOMPLOT Design is one of the best-known Danish design studios, a 
partnership of Poul Christiansen and Boris Berlin. „We believe that good 
design is not just a solution of the primary so called pure functional problems, but creation of the 
message, that fills objects and concepts with cultural, philosophic, aesthetic and poetic content,” say 
both designers who have created graphic, industrial and furniture design for Danish and international 
companies like ForaForm, Gubi, HAY, Howe, Normann Copenhagen and their designs have received 
numerous prestigious awards.  
 
APPLICATION 
Cafes, restaurants, Internet cafes, receptions, fast food places, universities 
 
MATERIAL 
Form pressed plywood, chrome or powder coated frame 
 
DIMENSIONS 
W 51,5 x D 51 x H 45/85 cm 
 
FRAME 
PYT chair is available on a four-leg frame in chrome or powder coated finish (any RAL code). 
 
With the main focus on functionality, a special construction of the plywood shell with enlarged thickness 
in the curve, makes the collection extremely strong for use in all kind of public environments, offices, 
canteens, cafes, hotels, reception areas etc. 
 
PYT family consists of two dining chairs PYT and PYTHON and a stackable bar stool PYT in two 
heights 65cm and 78cm. 
 
OPTIONS: 
Upholstered seat pad, removable. 
 
WOOD 
PYT chair is available in different natural wood veneers - birch, beech, walnut, oak, zebrano, wenge as 
well as in laminate. Chairs can be clear lacquered, stained in our standard stains or stained in customer 
specified stain. Wide selection of laminate colours according to RAL codes available on request.  
 
MATERIALS 
Clear lacquered birch, oak, walnut, zebrano, wenge. Bleached or stained birch. Bleached or stained  
oak. Customer specified stains. Laminate. NEW! Pigmented lacquer in any RAL colour. 
 
PYT chair is stackable up to 8 pieces 
Tested according to DIN EN 1728, DIN EN 13761. 
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